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bulletin of british - byzantium - basilissa 1 (2005) 28-49; provincial cilicia and the archaeology of temple
conversion , bar international series 1281, oxford (isbn: 1841716340); 'geomatics and visualisation in
archaeology: the view from byzantium', in l. from stones to myth: temple destruction and civic identity
... - temple of zeus belos at apamea (trad. circa 386) and that of zeus mar- nas at gaza (trad. circa 402), both
of which, though well known, have been neglected in recent interpretative studies on religious violence.
roman imperialism and provincial art - tives were dominant in provincial archaeology (webster and cooper
1996; mattingly 1997), and promoted the idea that roman conquest brought peace and civilisation to the
provinces. ivan basić - bibb - vincial cilicia); béatrice caseau, “the fate of rural temples in late antiquity and
the christianisation of the countryside,” in recent research on the late antique countryside , ed. william
bowden, luke lavan, and carlos hittites at soli (cilicia) - cnr - stated in our article entitled "the importance of
soli in the archaeology of cilicia in the second millenium b .c."l, there is a possibility that soli (cilicia) is located
within the borders of the kizzuwatna region in the geography of the hittite period. a new approach to
reporting archaeological surveys ... - temple tombs, grabhaus, and mortar-built chamber tombs, since all
of these depended on design and construction techniques that were incorporated into regional tomb
construction during the early roman era. journal of roman archaeology - core - journal of roman
archaeology volume 27 2014 * * review articles and long reviews and books received an international journal
journal of roman archaeology - core - authors, by comparison with the temple of locri-marasà, the
reconstructions of the roof of tem- ple e1 at selinus and the apollonion at syracuse, and by the depiction of
carved wooden roofs at caere in the orientalizing tomba dei leoni dipinti and the tomba campana at monte
aba- studies of the ancient world 12/2012 - researchgate - anodos. studies of the ancient world 12/2012,
147-162. 147 cilician iron age settlements zafer korkmaz in memory of barış salman keywords: settlement
pattern, cilicia, cultural phenomenon, iron age. original citation: copyright and reuse - numismatic
evidence she argues for a colossal temple of liber pater and hercules on the quirinal in rome. she explores the
connection with lepcis magna, but also emphasizes hercules’ association with commodus and argues that
severus’ adoption into the antonine dynasty was a factor in his close alignment with hercules. she concludes
that there is no evidence for the general adoption of the ... o yc t i n#a ftfcr +,^ ^(aoufaui ) mouorivov;
dyooor(ou) - inscriptions from rough cilicia east of the calycadnus by theodora s. mackay and pierre a.
mackay the following lo randot of inscriptionm s was noted during three brief trips into the territory around
olba-diocaesareia, in the spring of 1966, while we were guests at the british institute of archaeology at ankara.
these trips were part of a year of archaeological wandering made possible by the ... four cities of galatia mastertoolkit - 68 adult faith connections leader four cities of galatia during paul’s time, galatia was a roman
province in central asia minor, now known as turkey. new rome, new theories on inter-regional
exchange. an ... - an introduction to the east mediterranean economy in late antiquity1 sean kingsley and
michael decker chapter 1 the later roman empire’s exchange patterns have long held a fascination for scholars
working on the history and archaeology of the western mediterranean. the wide variety of tools which serve as
an interface to examine the economy – historical texts, industrial and agricultural ...
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